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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Arcopédico Wraps Up Foot-Healthy Holiday Slippers for Women’s Wish Lists
Soft, Knitted ‘Fuzzy’ Slipper Supports Arches and Circulation for Cozy, Anatomical Winter Comfort
SPARKS, NV (November 8, 2012) – Nothing can beat soft slippers for winter holiday gifts, and

this year, Arcopédico women’s comfort shoe company steps up slipper standards by offering
the new ‘Fuzzy,’ a slipper with a comfort shoe sole.
Featuring a unique hand-knit upper and Arcopédico’s
signature anatomical, twin-arch sole design underfoot, the
Fuzzy offers foot health in addition to luxurious comfort and
warmth for an indulgent holiday gift any woman will
appreciate (MSRP: $64).
Lined and trimmed with the plush faux-fur that gives the slipper its name, the Fuzzy keeps
feet cozy through the chilly winter season while offering women distinguished style and class
whether at home or out and about in town.
A soft, nylon knitted fabric outer swaddles the top of the foot for flexible, blister-free
comfort, while allowing maximum circulation to the foot. A contoured, anatomical foot bed
with a slight heel and dual-arch support cradle the foot, keeping a bounce in the step during
holiday feast preparations or holiday gift shopping.
Outstepping lesser winter slip-ons, Arcopédico’s rugged polyurethane sole and handcrafted
upper were built to last for long-term comfort and style, making the Fuzzy a gift that keeps on
giving long after the holidays pass.
Arcopédico shoes are made in Portugal, and can be purchased at independent shoe stores
throughout the U.S. Simco Imported Shoes, Inc. is the sole U.S. distributor of Arcopédico shoes.
Arcopédico is located at 1480 Kleppe Lane, Sparks, NV 89431. For more information, contact
the company at (775) 322-0492.
Editors seeking more information, images, or media samples may contact Chelsea
Kitta at chelsea@thepressroom.com or (805) 773-1000.

